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This chapter provides an overview of internal controls that entities put in place to help protect their business. The 
chapter provides good background information to help you with Achievement Standard 91386 (Accounting 2.7).

Common internal controls
In order for a business to operate effi ciently and protect its assets from fraud and theft, it needs to have 
procedures and rules in place. Some of these are ‘physical’ controls – for example, locks, security cameras, or 
insurance for its inventory. Accounting controls are equally important. Sadly, in New Zealand and worldwide 
a large number of employees are dishonest and steal from their employers. In the case of small businesses in 
particular, such as dairies or takeaway shops, this dishonesty can have a very detrimental effect on the business 
and some have to close down as a result. Over time, employees may be able to steal hundreds of thousands 
of dollars from their employers, and often get away with it because the owners and managers are too trusting, 
and because there is a lack of good internal controls. The procedures an entity has in place usually include some 
internal control components.

There are several common internal controls that should be present in entities. It doesn’t matter if the entity is a 
small club, a dairy, a large department store, or a charity organisation; internal controls can protect their money 
and other assets, as well as ensuring they aren’t losing profi t. Here are some common internal controls.

1. Separation of duties

This means that the same employee should not be responsible for consecutive jobs in the accounting 
process.

 For example, the person who receives the cash should not be the one who counts it at the end of the day, 
records it, and banks it. This is because it would be too easy for the person to steal some of the money and 
then alter records (cover their tracks); therefore getting away with the theft.
 If someone else has to do one or some of these jobs, the process is split. This makes it more diffi cult to steal 
money and get away with it. It is less likely that two employees would connive to steal from a business.

2. Authorisation

This refers to the fact that employees have the authority to order goods or spend the business’s money 
only to a certain limit. It also refers to the process of getting payments or purchase orders ‘authorised’ 
(approved) by someone else – usually higher up the chain of command.

 For example, in the case of a club, the payments should be approved at a board meeting and two signatures 
should be required on all cheques (the same goes for businesses). Or, in a business, the shop assistant 
shouldn’t be able to order more inventory – this should be done by a manager.

 The requirement that someone else must approve transactions should prevent people ordering stock or 
writing out cheques for themselves. This, in turn, is protecting the inventory or cash assets of the entity.
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3. Adequate documentation

The entity should be using multi-copy, consecutively pre-numbered source documents for each transaction, 
whether these are order forms, receipts or petty cash vouchers. This makes it possible for a copy to be 
retained at the point of origin, and for other copies of the same source document to be given to the various 
departments and people who also require that information.

 For example, if there are not enough copies of a document, it is easy to lose the document. Also, if the 
documents are not pre-numbered, then it is easy for an employee to use the same number twice, remove all 
copies of the duplicate-numbered document and keep the money. There would be no proof that he or she 
had committed this fraud.

 This control allows for the checking of the documentation against the physical money or inventory. It also 
means that there should be records of each transaction in a variety of departments so that double-checking 
and reconciliation can take place.

4. Verifi cation

Verifi cation provides ‘proof’ of the information given in the fi nancial statements. It usually takes the form 
of source documents. Verifi cation means that an auditor can check the accuracy of the records. It should 
also mean that if two different people checked the information, they would end up with the same result – 
i.e. the same profi t or ‘cash at bank’ balance.

 Once again, this control allows for the checking of the documentation against the physical money or 
inventory. It also means that there should be records of each transaction in a variety of departments so 
that double-checking and reconciliation can take place. Verifi cation goes hand in hand with having adequate 
documentation, as outlined above.

5. Rotation of duties

 There should be a system in terms of which employees do different jobs at different times, instead of doing 
the same job every day, for years. This control is not always appropriate, especially in businesses where 
there are not many employees. It is also important that the person who is asked to do a certain job is 
capable.

Rotation of duties could be something as simple as requiring employees to take holidays, and having 
someone else do that job while the employee is away. Alternatively, some businesses have their employees 
change jobs on a monthly basis, providing they have the skills. Job rotation often helps identify odd 
procedures and anomalies in systems.
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Purchase order – This document is prepared within the business, and then given to the supplier (or faxed, 
phoned). The business always keeps a copy. The purchase order provides proof of what the business has ordered. 
Sometime a quote is received fi rst. If so, the quote number is referenced on the order form.

Example
The following is a purchase order by Betty’s Boutique from Clothing Galore.  

Betty’s Boutique
121 High Road
CHRISTCHURCH
New Zealand
Tel: 03 293 2901
Email: bettysboutique@xtra.co.nz

Purchase Order
No 02938426 
July 2020

To:  Clothing Galore
15 Material Lane
TIMARU
New Zealand

All Invoices to:  Betty’s Boutique
121 High Road
CHRISTCHURCH
New Zealand

Ship to:  Betty’s Boutique
121 High Road
CHRISTCHURCH
New Zealand

Qty Item Description Unit Price Total
10 232 Dresses $32 $320
20 742 ¾ Coat $120 $2 400

Subtotal $2 720
Authorised by: Betty GST $408
Date: 26 July 2020 Total $3 128

Note that the purchase order form is authorised (signature) and has an order number, for reference 
and fi ling. It is clear what is being ordered, who from, how many and at what prices. These inventory 
controls help protect the business from fraud, and ensure documentation and records are accurate.

Packing slip – This document is produced by the supplier of the inventory and stays with the ordered inventory 
when it arrives. It is important that the inventory that arrives is checked off against the packing slip when it 
arrives, before it is unpacked and put on the shelves. The packing slip should be signed off by the employee who 
checks this inventory. It is important that the person who receives the inventory is different from the person who 
ordered it, to help prevent a staff member ordering and keeping inventory for themselves.

Invoice – This document is sent by the supplier and is often requesting payment, although sometimes a 
statement is sent later for this purpose. The invoice states what was ordered and how much is owed.

Payment voucher – A payment voucher is an internal document that is fi lled out by the accounts clerk after 
receiving the invoice or statement. The payment voucher is a request for payment to be made and is usually 
signed off only after checking the order form, the packing slip and the invoice to make sure they all have the 
same details. This avoids paying for goods that were not ordered, or not received. The payment voucher requests 
payment be made, and is sometimes used to authorise the payment.
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Example of a payment voucher

Date: 12/8/2020 Betty’s Boutique
121 High Rd 
Christchurch

Payment Voucher 768

Payment to: Clothing Galore
 15 Material Lane
 Timaru

Invoice #     253287
Purchase order #   2938426
Packing slip #     118

For:    Payment of Account Amount $ 3128.00

Type of payment:  Direct debit  Internet transfer  Telephone  Cheque

Authorised by           Sophie Wall

                                                                         Accounts payable Clerk

                 Betty

            Payments Clerk / Betty

Note that the payment voucher is authorised (signed) by the accounts payable clerk and by the person 
in charge of authorising payments. The payment voucher has a unique number. At the same time 
the payment voucher records the reference numbers for the packing slip, purchase order and invoice 
relating to this payment. The voucher number can be used for fi ling and reference. The method of 
payment is also recorded for later reference if needed.

 Activity 3B: Elements of an inventory subsystem
1. Explain how the perpetual inventory system works.

2. Explain two advantages of the perpetual inventory system.

Answers
p.  60
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Weighted average

Inventory card

Name: Bookcases Measurement base: Weighted average

Inventory number: 45 Location: Shop fl oor

IN OUT BALANCE

Date Particulars Qty
Unit 

price $ Total $ Qty
Unit 

price $ Total $ Qty
Unit 

price $ Total $

Jan 1 Balance 10 120.00 1 200.00

3 Sales 4 120.00 480.00 6 120.00 720.00

5 Purchases 4 130 520 10 124.00 1 240.00

8 Return out 1 124.00 124.00 9 124.00 1 116.00

14 Sales 8 124.00 992.00 1 124.00 124.00

15 Purchases 10 120 1200 11 120.36 1 324.00

20 Drawings 1 120.36 120.36 10 120.36 1 203.64

24 Returns in 1 120 120 11 120.33 1 323.64

25 Purchases 5 140 700 16 126.48 2 023.64

26 Sales 5 126.48 632.40 11 126.48 1 391.24

27 Error – cabinets 2 140.00 280.00 9 123.47 1 111.24

31 Shortage 1 123.47 123.47 8 123.47 987.77

Write-down * 8 107.17 857.36

Notes and workings:
• Balance – always increase/decrease the ‘Quantity’ and the ‘Total price’ amounts by the ACTUAL 

change. Then calculate the unit price by dividing the total price by the quantity – because of 
rounding to the nearest cent, this can vary even after sales.

• Sales – always record the sale at the most recent unit price in the ‘Balance’ column.
• *Write-down:

(3 × $123.47 = $370.41) − (3 × 80 = $240) = $130.41 decrease in value.
$987.77 − $130.41 = $857.36, then divide by quantity (8).
$857.36/8 = $107.17 average unit cost.

 Activity 4A: Inventory cards
Note: The Activities in this chapter require the use of cents, and decimal-point rounding. Always round to the 
nearest cent (that is, to 2 decimal places).

1. Explain the purpose of preparing an inventory card.

Answers
p.  61
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2. Using the FIFO example on the previous pages to help you, calculate the value of inventory on hand that 
would appear in the Statement of Financial Performance for ‘Bookcases’ on 31 January.

3. Use the following transactions to complete inventory cards using both the FIFO and the weighted-average methods.
Wally’s Woodworks also sells dining tables. The following transactions relate to dining tables # 80, which are 
all kept in the shop.
Aug 1 Dining tables on hand total 15 at a cost price of $220 each excluding GST
Aug 3 Sold 2 dining tables at $506 each including GST for cash
Aug 5 Purchased 4 more dining tables costing $240 excluding GST each
Aug 8 Returned 1 dining table because it was faulty
Aug 14 Bulk order for dining tables for a restaurant – sold 15 at $460 including GST each
Aug 15 Purchased another 6 dining tables costing $200 excluding GST each, discounted due to bulk order
Aug 20 Sold another 3 dining tables at $506 including GST each
Aug 25 Purchased 5 more dining tables at $280 excluding GST each
Aug 26 Sold 5 dining tables at $506 including GST each
Aug 31 Performed stock-take and found that 1 dining table was missing
a. FIFO

Inventory card

Name:  Measurement base:  

Inventory number:  Location:  

IN OUT BALANCE

Date Particulars Qty
Unit 

price $ Total $ Qty
Unit 

price $ Total $ Qty
Unit 

price $ Total $
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This chapter consists of modifi ed NZQA questions for NCEA Achievement Standard 91386 (Accounting 2.7) as 
well as other questions, to reinforce your learning.

Activity 5A: Adapted NCEA questions
1. Cool Clothes is a clothes shop owned by Max Smart. Max uses a fi rst-in, fi rst-out perpetual inventory 

system to record inventory transactions. Below is the inventory card for Hoodies.

Cool Clothes
Inventory card

Product: Hoodies

DATE PARTICULARS IN OUT BALANCE

2020 No. @ $ No. @ $ No. @ $

July 4 Balance 15 16.00 240

50 16.80 840

a. Record on the inventory card above the following transactions for Hoodies, which took place in July.

July 5 Sold 25 Hoodies to North Bridge Football Club on credit for $36.80 each, including GST

July 8 Purchased 20 Hoodies for $19.78 each, including GST

July 9 Max returned 3 Hoodies purchased on 8 July

July 10  Max took 2 Hoodies home as his nephews’ birthday presents. Current retail price is $41.40 
including GST

 CHAPTER 5
Reinforcement for inventory subsystem

Answers
p.  69
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b. Show the General Journal entries to record the sale of the Hoodies on July 5. Narrations are not required.

5/7/20

c.  On 31 July 2020, Max decided to record some Hoodies that had not been selling well at their net 
realisable value of $200, excluding GST. The Hoodies originally cost Cool Clothes $560, excluding GST.
 Show the general journal entry to record the re-measurement of the hoodies to their net realisable value. 
Narrations are not required.

31/7/20

d.  Max likes the fact that a perpetual inventory system means he is able to prepare an income statement for 
Cool Clothes at the end of each month without having to perform a stock-take.
Explain WHY Max can prepare an income statement for Cool Clothes without having to perform a 
stock-take.

e. Explain what a minimum stock level is and why a minimum stock level is important for Max’s business.
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 ANSWERS

Chapter 2
The answers provided are examples only. They indicate the depth of knowledge 
required from students. Other responses are possible.

 Activity 2: Generic internal controls (page 5)
1. a.  Separation of duties is important to ensure that a person cannot 

order books for him- or herself and get the bookshop to pay for the 
order. Separation of duties would involve having one employee put 
in orders for stock, and another deal with paying the invoices for the 
stock purchases. This means that the orders are checked and that the 
bookshop receives the stock ordered.

b. Authorisation means that someone in a position of responsibility 
has the fi nal say over whether stock is ordered. It is important that 
one person is in charge of ordering books (or at least checking and 
approving the orders) because this will prevent staff members from 
ordering books for themselves – each order will be checked to ensure 
that the bookshop needs the items. Having an authorisation system 
in place also avoids the problem of double-ordering books, which 
could arise if two different staff members order the same item.

c. By using the till roll on the cash register, adequate documentary 
evidence is created and kept of every ‘cash received’ transaction. This 
ensures that there is adequate documentation of money received. 
This will enable accurate journals to be prepared and ensure a check 
against the money banked. It will also mean that at the end of the 
day the manager can count the money in the till and check it against 
the till roll, to identify theft or inaccurate recording of transactions.

d. Checking the bank statement against the cash journals is an 
important control because the bank statement provides an 
independent check on money received and paid by the bookshop, 
and verifi es the accuracy of this information. Discrepancies between 
the journals and bank statement could indicate that theft has taken 
place.

2. Examples include (but are not limited to) the following.

• All items are scanned and a receipt is produced for each transaction. 
A copy of each receipt is kept in the cash register so the supermarket 
can check the money received against the cash register tape at the 
end of the day.

• When check-out operators change over, a new till drawer is used so 
that each employee is responsible for his or her own drawer. In this 
way, any errors can be accounted for, and discrepancies can be traced 
back to the person responsible.

• The money in the cash drawer is checked at the end of the shift to 
see if the amount matches the amount on the cash register printout.

• Any refunds given or the correction of an incorrect ringing on the till 
have to be authorised by the supervisor. This prevents the possible 
problem of the check-out operator giving friends ‘refunds’.

3. Examples, which will vary depending on school canteen set-up, include (but 
are not limited to) the following.

a. Inventory strength

• There is no inventory that is accessible to the students – it is all 
kept behind a counter/screen. This prevents theft by customers.

• The canteen staff ensure that all new stock is put at the back 
of the fridges/shelves, so that the oldest stock is sold fi rst. This 
avoids the problem of stock becoming obsolete and having to be 
discarded because it has passed its ‘best before’ date.

b. Cash receipt weakness

• No receipts are issued. This means there is no proof of how much 
money the canteen has received for the day. This could mean that 
the staff might be undercharging, or possibly stealing money, and 
there would be no documentation to help prove this.

4. If the employee who receives the money is also the person who prepares 
the cash receipts and banks the money, that employee could easily steal 
some of the money before it is deposited into the bank, then change the 
records to cover this theft, by making the cash receipts journal match the 
amount of money actually banked. The employee wouldn’t get caught, 
because no one else is involved in the process and so the error would 
remain undetected.

5. If the employee who receives the inventory when it is delivered is the 
same person who ordered the inventory, he or she could easily order 
stock for him- or herself, have the business pay for it, and take it home 
when it arrives.

Chapter 3
The answers provided are examples only. They indicate the depth of knowledge 
required from students. Other responses are possible.

 Activity 3A: Inventory controls (page 9)
1. The purchase order form provides evidence of, and ensures adequate 

documentation for all the business’s orders. It means Campbell’s Camping 
Supplies Store knows exactly what it has ordered and can later check 
this against the packing slip and invoice to make sure the business is 
receiving what it ordered.

2. Having purchases authorised by one person prevents different members 
of staff ordering the same stock, thus having overstocking of items in 
some areas. This could lead to losses through stock becoming obsolete. If 
one person authorises all purchases, it should prevent this problem and 
it will also prevent staff members from ordering goods for their personal 
use and getting the business to pay for the goods.

3. a. Inventory objectives not being met:

 • Adequate records of inventory on hand are kept.

 • Inventory is kept secure and safe from theft and fraud.

 • Minimum stock levels are maintained.

b. Two ‘easy fi xes’ need to be implemented. Firstly, my parents need to 
change the combination lock. Only my parents and one or two other 
employees should know the combination. This will help ensure the 
stock is safe from employee theft, and narrow down suspects if some 
stock does go missing. There also need to be inventory records in 
the storeroom, where all inventory entering and leaving the store is 
recorded. The employee taking the stock must also sign for it. This 
will help ensure that the inventory on hand is known, thus avoiding 
running out of stock. It will also help ensure that inventory records 
are accurate, and can be checked by a stock-take.
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